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been cited of entities that devoted too much of their state funding to purposes other than
program-related services.
We respectfully submit, however, that far more targeted and effective steps might be
taken to address these isolated issues than the promulgation of regulations that potentially impact
tens of thousands of entities that contract with one or more of thirteen state agencies. We believe
that the proposed regulations will impose a much more substantial administrative and operational
burden on entities that contract with the State than is acknowledged and will, at the same time,
prove to be extraordinarily complicated and costly to administer by the state agencies charged
with their enforcement—many of which, including the Department of Health, are already facing
significant challenges in meeting their regulatory responsibilities within their existing staff
resources. The executive compensation regulations will, moreover, inevitably make it more
difficult to recruit and retain the talented executive leadership required to lead the complex
health care organizations of the 21st Century and will, as a result, potentially jeopardize the
Administration’s initiatives to reform the State’s health care system, which rely principally on
the capacity of entities that contract with the State to enhance the coordination and quality of
health care services for New Yorkers.
After expanding upon some of these broader policy issues raised by the proposed
regulations, our comments address our concerns with a number of the specific regulatory
provisions. Citations in parentheses are to the applicable sections of the proposed Department
of Health regulations to which the comments refer.
Disproportionate impact on Medicaid-funded providers: The regulations propose to
exempt entities whose state funding or state authorized payments total less than thirty percent.
(1002.2(d)(2)). While we can appreciate the wisdom of not subjecting every contracting entity
to these burdensome regulations, the effect of this exemption is to place the brunt of the impact
of these regulations on safety-net providers that provide a substantial amount of services to the
most disadvantaged New Yorkers. As a result, those entities that provide care and services
primarily or exclusively to Medicaid recipients may have such limited “non-state” funding that
they could be effectively limited to a hard cap of $199,000 for executive compensation, subject
only to whether a waiver may be granted for “compelling circumstances”—while entities that
primarily provide health care services to more affluent New Yorkers would be largely free to
ignore these regulations altogether. We fear that an unintended consequence of these regulations
may be to discourage some health care providers—particularly those hovering around the thirty
percent threshold—from providing care to Medicaid beneficiaries.
The need to recruit highly qualified and experienced leadership: The responsibility to
administer modern healthcare organizations has become increasingly complex and challenging,
particularly in the era of Medicaid Redesign and federal health care reform, which requires that
health care entities recruit and retain experienced and talented executive teams. Entities that
have been called upon to deliver or coordinate care for millions of Medicaid enrollees and
oversee and manage the expenditure of billions of dollars of Medicaid funds need to be able to
recruit and retain experienced health care executives—and must, as a result, be able to compete
for that talent and pay what the market requires to recruit qualified health care executives. The
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quality of the fiscal and operational leadership of the health care executive teams is not just a
concern for the governing boards of these health care organizations: given the daunting
responsibilities now delegated by New York State to entities in the healthcare system, including
those borne by health plans and Health Homes now responsible for the coordination and
management of care of several million New Yorkers, the State of New York may have the
greatest stake in the recruitment and retention of highly trained, experienced and competent
executives of these organizations.
The uncertainty of the comparability analysis: Under certain circumstances, described
below, the regulations will allow covered providers to pay in excess of $199,000 if the salaries
are deemed “comparable” to similarly situated executives. Even if the compensation being paid
to covered entities is actually comparable to similarly situated executives, there is no guarantee
that the “compensation survey identified or recognized by the department and the director of the
Division of the Budget” will accurately reflect the market for the specific health care executives
in question. At a time when recruitment and retention of key executive leadership is particularly
critical, the imposition of these new requirements leave health care organizations entirely unable
to establish salary parameters, given the wide discretion that the State will exercise in its
supervision of compensation and the potential that the State may rely on compensation data that
is not as relevant to the position being filled.
Additional burdens on entities whose administrative reimbursement is already strictly
limited:
Notwithstanding the regulatory notice’s assurance that the regulation “will require
limited additional information to be reported,” we do not believe that will be the case, as we note
in our more detailed comments below. Not only will substantial information be necessary to try
to demonstrate compliance with the executive compensation limitations, covered providers will
be required to present information about their own administrative and program expenses—as
well as those of related or affiliated entities—to comply with the cap on administrative expenses
in a manner that is likely to be quite different than is currently required, simply because the
definitions proposed to govern administrative and program expenses are not entirely consistent
with other existing definitions for those categories of expenses. Virtually all Medicaid-funded
health care providers already are subject to limitations on administrative expense, in any event,
some of which are far less generous than the eventual fifteen percent cap on those expenditures
contained in these regulations. As a result, the only impact of the administrative expense
component of the proposed regulations will be, ironically, to increase unreimbursed
administrative expense, while at the same time placing additional and unnecessary burdens on
state agencies that must administer these new requirements.
The absence of statutory authority for the regulations: We have serious doubts as to
whether the Department of Health has the requisite legal authority to promulgate these
unprecedented regulatory requirements. The purported statutory provisions from the Social
Services and Public Health Laws cited in the Department of Health’s regulatory notice for the
promulgation of these regulations do not provide any explicit or even implicit authority to the
Department to limit executive compensation or administrative expenses in the fashion proposed
by the regulations. We also have significant doubts as to the authority of the Governor to
promulgate an Executive Order, like Executive Order No. 38, in the absence of independent
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statutory or constitutional authority, see, e.g., Rapp v. Carey, 44 N.Y.2d 157 (1978), particularly
where, as in this case, the Executive sought but did not obtain legislative enactment of the same
compensation and administrative cost limitations.
Specific Comments on the Proposed Regulatory Provisions
Applicability of executive compensation and administrative expense regulations:
“Covered providers” are defined as those that receive at least $500,000 in state funding
or state-authorized payments for two years and whose total state funding amounts to at least
thirty percent of their total in-state revenues, which is calculated for entities with subsidiaries on
a consolidated basis. (1002.2(d)). While any threshold is inherently arbitrary, as noted above,
the impact of this threshold could discourage entities from providing care and services to
indigent and disabled populations. In addition, the definition will most dramatically impact on
those entities, including Health Homes, managed care organizations, Managed Long Term Care
plans, behavioral health organizations, the proposed DISCOs for the developmentally disabled
and similar entities, that have been given the responsibility for coordinating care for persons
enrolled in Medicaid.
“State funds” include funds appropriated pursuant to the state budget, but do not include
lowest price procurement contracts, capital expenses, awards to for-profit entities engaged in
commercial/manufacturing activities, policy development and research. (1002.2(l)). Again, while
we appreciate any efforts made to narrow the scope of regulations that we believe may be overly
burdensome, these exemptions further underscore the arbitrary nature of regulations that are
clearly targeted at the health and human services sector.
“State authorized payments” include payments that are not state funds but that are
disbursed on a state agency’s approval to entities licensed to operate programs. (1002.2(k)).
While we believe the intention of this definition may have been, at least in part, to clarify that
Medicaid payments are, in their entirety (including any local and federal share), subject to the
regulation, the scope of the definition extends far beyond what we believe may have been
intended. Specifically, the definition would include “funds that are not State funds . . . but which
are distributed . . . to a provider having a State license in New York State to operate the program
for which such payments are being made.” (Id.) By that definition, virtually every dollar received
by a provider of healthcare services in New York is covered, including Medicare payments,
commercial insurance payments and payments made by individual patients—since a healthcare
provider cannot bill for services unless it has the requisite state license. As a result, even health
care providers that receive little if any Medicaid or other state funds would be fully subject to
these requirements, including the hard cap on executive compensation—a result which we do not
believe was actually intended.
The regulations also seek to extend themselves to “related entities.” The regulations
define a “related entity” (1002.2(i)) as an entity that: shares three or more officers, directors,
trustees or employees with a covered provider; where the entity appoints twenty-five percent of
the governing body or employees of the covered provider or vice versa; where the entity and the
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covered provider are subsidiaries owned or controlled by a common parent; where the entity has
an interest in the capital or profits of the covered provider or vice versa; or where the executive
compensation or financial affairs of the related entity are substantially controlled by the covered
provider, or vice versa. The above definition is significantly different from the existing
definition of a “related organization” set forth in the Department’s regulations (see, e.g., 10
NYCRR § 451.229 and § 86-1.10), which mirrors the federal Medicare definition of a “related
organization”. See 42 CFR § 413.17. Medicare also requires providers to disclose on cost
reports all related organizations. Provider Reimbursement Manual -2 §140.
We see no reason why the agency would propose an entirely new definition when a wellestablished definition already exists in the Department’s own regulations with which providers
are familiar and which is easy for the government to track since this information is already
reported on many cost reports. Even absent this inconsistency, in an increasingly complex health
care environment, identifying what entities might fall within this broad definition may prove to
be very challenging.
In addition, the definition of “related entity” should be revised to make clear that a related
entity that does not receive any State funds or state authorized payments is not covered by the
regulation. This is consistent with section 1002.4(e). However, the clarification is important
because section 1002.4(b) simply references related entities rather than related entities that
receive State funds. There are "covered providers" that have numerous affiliates, none of whom
receive State funds. This change is necessary so that these affiliates are not inadvertently swept
into the regulation even though they receive no State funds or State authorized payments. There
is no legal or policy justification to require these entities—with which the State may not have
any direct contractual, financial or regulatory connection—to comply with these regulations.
Finally, the definition of “covered executive,” as drafted, sweeps in hundreds of
employees at certain related entities even if none or only a small part of the compensation of
executives within those related entities is actually derived from New York funds or State
authorized payments. Executives at a related entity should only be considered “covered
executives” if (i) the related entity receives State funds or State-authorized payments from a
covered provider pursuant to a contract with the covered provider and (ii) more than 50% of the
related entity executive's salary is derived from the state money.
Executive compensation cap:
To begin with, establishing a baseline cap of $199,000 for executive compensation
(1002.4(a))—even acknowledging the potential exceptions and waivers that may prove to be
available—is simply unrealistic, given the current market for highly trained and experienced
healthcare executive leadership, particularly in the New York City Metropolitan Region. A
$199,000 salary cap, apparently premised on federal civil service pay schedules, cannot reflect
the wide variety of executive responsibilities and positions that will be subject to it. While we
have serious reservations about setting any arbitrary cap, were one to be established, it should be
set at in line with current market realities. One significant result of an unrealistically low
threshold for executive compensation will be to overburden the Department, which will have to
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review very many executive salaries that are above the capped amount, either to determine
whether the salary satisfies its “comparability” analysis or to consider whether a waiver should
be granted.
The regulations define “executive compensation” to include all forms of cash and
noncash benefits, including salary and wages, bonuses, dividends, and other financial benefits,
such as vehicles, meals, housing, “personal and family educational benefits,” below market
loans, travel, and entertainment. (1002.2(e)). The breadth of the definition makes the $199,000
cap even more unrealistic, particularly for positions within those parts of the State with the
highest cost of living. In addition, while it excludes mandated benefits (Social Security,
Worker’s Compensation, unemployment and disability insurance), health insurance and pension
contributions are only excluded if the benefits are deemed to be “consistent with those provided
to a covered provider’s non-covered executive employees”(1002.2(e)—raising a whole
additional set of complicated issues for covered providers and state agencies to dispute. A host
of other issues are also likely to arise: for example, would the reimbursement of continuing
education expenses incurred by an executive be included as a “personal and family education
benefit” within the calculation of executive compensation, even if that continuing education was
required by the State or other licensing/accrediting organizations?
As noted, the regulation also applies to executives employed by “related entities” (as
defined above) that provide administrative or program services to covered providers, even if
those entities do not directly receive state support—and presumably even if the executives in
those related entities only devote some of their time to the management of the covered provider.
Even more problematic, the regulation would seek to extend the compensation cap to
“subcontractors and agents of covered providers,” at least when they are also “related entities.”
It is not clear why any reference is necessary or appropriate to “subcontractors and agents” since
related entities are already subject to the regulations. We would suggest that, as long as the
related entity definition is clarified and narrowed, that the references to subcontractors and
agents should be deleted.
Further, while some effort is made to exclude compensation paid to covered executives
for program services rendered by executives that are outside of their “managerial or policymaking duties” (1002.4(c)), this commendable exclusion only again adds to the complexity of
applying and enforcing these regulations to an enormously varied set of organizations that may
employ their executives in a wide variety of ways—particularly in smaller health and human
services organizations where the distinction between administrative and program responsibilities
may be particularly hard to discern.
The cap strictly limits covered providers and related entities from using State funds or
state-authorized payments (referred to below as “state funding”) to pay executives in excess of
$199,000 (1002.4(a)): in effect, if an entity receives exclusively state funding, the regulations
impose a hard cap of $199,000, subject only to a highly discretionary waiver, which is only
granted under “compelling circumstances.” In discussions prior to the issuance of the
regulations, Executive Chamber staff contemplated a substantially higher “hard cap” on
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executive compensation might be imposed on entities that substantially relied upon state funding
and we would recommend that a substantially higher amount be reconsidered.
Even more problematic is the extension of the executive compensation regulation to
funds that are neither state funds nor state-authorized payments. The regulation proposes to
regulate compensation received by executives at covered providers and at related or
subcontracting entities that may be derived in whole or in part from funds that have absolutely no
New York State connection and that are paid out of “not only State funds and State-authorized
payments bu also any other sources of funding.” (1002.4(b)). We believe that seeking to regulate
the use of non-state funds, including potentially charitable contributions to the entity, in this
fashion is beyond the Department of Health’s or any other state agency’s legal authority.
The regulations purports to prohibit even non-state funded executive compensation
received by covered providers in excess of $199,000 if:
the compensation is greater than the 75th percentile of comparable executives at
comparable providers in comparable geographic areas, as established by a
compensation survey recognized by the applicable state agency and the Division
of the Budget; or
it was not reviewed and approved by the covered provider’s board (including at
least two independent directors); or if such review did not assess appropriate
comparability data.
(1002.4(b))
The use of a 75th percentile test for gauging the compensation of employees is highly
problematic and should be reconsidered. First, by definition, one-quarter of executives within
the comparable geographic and program arena are automatically deemed to be excessively
compensated, without any real evidence that these compensation levels are actually “excessive”
by some objective standard. If the comparable executives are appropriately defined, the effect of
the percentile test will be, over time, to ratchet down compensation, as at least some number (i.e.,
those without waivers) of the top quartile of executives face compensation reductions—which
automatically results in a lower 75th percentile threshold in each subsequent year. While the use
of any percentile-driven approach is inherently arbitrary, a far higher percentile should be
utilized if the goal is to target the true “outliers.”
Likewise, the use of a “compensation survey recognized by the applicable state agency
and the Division of the Budget” provides little comfort to entities that will have to rely upon the
accuracy and applicability of an unspecified salary survey, which may or may not accurately
reflect the nature of the organization or the specifics of the executive position. Many non-profit
health care entities utilize highly specific salary information, often prepared by consultants that
devote their attention exclusively to only specialized components of the healthcare industry,
which inform their compensation determinations. Covered providers should, at least in the first
instance, be permitted to submit the salary information on which they relied to make their
compensation determinations—which the enforcement/regulatory body could choose to reject if
it appeared not to be a reasonable basis for setting compensation.
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While the second of the above requirements—relating to board oversight of the
compensation process—mirrors already existing IRS guidelines for tax-exempt organizations, it
substantially broadens the existing IRS requirements to apply to any executive who receives
more than $199,000, rather than just to the most highly compensated executive team members
within the organization. For some organizations, the governing body’s role in evaluating
compensation will extend to many more employees than are currently subject to the board
review, thereby potentially lessening the quality or intensity of the compensation review process
for the most highly compensated employees.
From a practical perspective, the challenge of complying with these requirements is best
illustrated by how these rules will actually impact upon the recruitment of executive leadership.
Assume, for example, that a covered provider is creating a new executive position—perhaps one
devoted to the emerging challenges of compliance or quality assurance or health information
technology—for which the salary ranges that might be deemed to be acceptable to state agencies
cannot possibly be known in advance. How can a covered provider successfully recruit highly
qualified individuals to perform these key executive functions without knowing, in advance, if
the proposed salary might be deemed excessive by the State of New York?
The potential of receiving a waiver from these requirements provides little cause for
comfort. The regulations permit the applicable state agency and the Division of Budget to grant
a waiver for good cause from the compensation limits where the provider has “demonstrated
compelling circumstances” to justify the waiver and provided adequate documentation to support
it. (1002,5(a)(3)). While some of the factors are specified—including comparability data from
other comparable providers, whether the provider could provide the same quality and availability
of services without exceeding the compensation limit, the nature, size and complexity of the
provider and whether an appropriate process was followed in making the compensation
decision—the regulations allow the agencies to consider any other factors “deemed relevant” by
the enforcement agencies. (1002.5(a)(2)). While reconsideration of a waiver denial may be
requested, “any vouchers submitted by the applicant for payment” shall be deemed incomplete
while the reconsideration is underway (1002.5(c)—which would appear to place in jeopardy all
funds being received by the covered provider and not just those that relate to the challenged
executive compensation. The regulations further specify that the decision by the state agency
and the Division of the Budget on the reconsideration shall be final—albeit presumably then
subject to an Article 78 proceeding based on “abuse of discretion” or other similarly limited
grounds. (1002.5(c)(4)).
In addition, covered providers will have a difficult time complying with the waiver
request timeframes, particularly when hiring new executives. The waiver application must be
submitted 60 days prior to the reporting period or “at least 60 days prior to the date of the
contract or its renewal or extension, whichever is sooner.” (1002.5(a)(1)) Does this mean that
covered entities will have to defer hiring someone for at least 60 days or run the risk that the
waiver is denied and the salary offer cannot be honored? Waivers are, moreover, time-limited,
subject to revocation “in the discretion of the department” and automatically revoked if the
executive’s compensation increases by more than five percent—leaving no “waivered” executive
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with any confidence that the terms of his or her compensation will be remotely assured or
predictable. Once granted, there should be some comfort that the waiver provides more
sustained protection for the affected individual. Provisions should also be included to maintain
the confidentiality of the waiver request and any action taken on the request by the State,
consistent with already existing protections contained within the State’s Personal Privacy
Protection Law (Article 6-A of the Public Officers Law).
Finally, for entities that receive funding from more than one State agency, the regulations
do not clarify whether the entity must seek waivers from each of those State agencies—and risk
inconsistent results—or whether the entity may seek a waiver from one of its funding State
agencies and know that the waiver, if granted, will be honored by the others. Provisions should
be included to address this issue.
The waiver process, in sum, places the covered provider in the position of having to
request permission—on a continuing basis—from its regulatory agency for its compensation
decisions and grants substantial discretion to the regulatory agency to grant or withhold that
permission based on specified and unspecified factors. The potential that this discretion could be
abused by the regulatory agency is substantial: the prospect that a regulatory agency might even
use this authority inappropriately to punish or reward covered providers cannot be entirely ruled
out.
Limits on Administrative Expenses:
The definition of “administrative expenses” includes “legal services not directly
attributable to program services.” (1002.2(a)(1)(ii). While it may seem like special pleading for
the Health Law Section to raise this issue, it will be extremely difficult for a health care provider
to determine which legal services are “directly attributable” to program services and which are
more properly considered “administrative.” In addition, telephones, computers, dues, licenses,
permits, insurance premiums and audit services are all included within administrative
expenses—some of which involve expenditures that clearly have a direct impact on program. In
the current healthcare environment, for example, reliance on state of the art information
technology has become an essential component of the delivery of high quality health care
services and those related expenses should certainly be considered within program services. On
the other hand, we should note that the inclusion of direct program supervisors and quality
assurance staff within “program services” was a welcome inclusion. (1002.2(h)(1)(ii)).
Overall, the definitions of “covered operating expenses,” “administrative expenses,” and
“program services expenses” are not unreasonable attempts to define these broad cost and
expense categories (subject to the concerns noted above)—but they are not necessarily consistent
with the Medicaid and Medicare cost reporting requirements for various categories of health care
entities. As a result, at a minimum, the new definitions contained within the regulations will
inevitably impose substantially greater reporting and compliance costs on covered providers than
the regulatory notice contemplates.
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The regulations also contemplate that the administrative expense cap applies to
subcontractors and agents of covered providers that are related to the provider, as noted above.
(1002.3(h)). In some instances, all of the tasks performed by the subcontractor may be
administrative in nature: it is not altogether clear how the limitations on administrative expense
would apply to a subcontractor that is solely responsible for administrative services. While the
regulations address how covered providers will be required to aggregate state funds from
multiple programs or funding streams in the calculation of the administrative service cap
(1002.3(d)), the complications created by multiple programs and multiple funding streams, each
with their own definitions of administrative and program expenses, cannot be overstated,
particularly for smaller covered providers.
The regulations also note that. if a more stringent limitation on administrative expenses
exists, that standard applies. (1002.3(e)). This provision implicitly acknowledges that many
screens, caps or other limitations on administrative expense have long existed in many Medicaid
or other state-funded programs—some of which are far more stringent than these regulations.
The widespread existence of these already existing limitations on administrative expense
reimbursement seriously calls into question why this new regulation is necessary.
As with the executive compensation limitations, a waiver process exists by which the
applicable state agency and the Division of the Budget may waive the application of the
administrative expense cap for good cause and where there are “compelling circumstances” that
warrant the waiver. (1002.5(b)(3)). As with the compensation cap, the amount of discretion
accorded to the Department and the Division is potentially subject to abuse. Waivers must be
sought sixty days prior to the commencement of the contract or within thirty days of any
“unusual and unforeseen circumstance” that justifies the waiver (1002.5(b)(1))—timeframes that
may not be reasonable or realistic for covered providers that may be unable even to ascertain
whether they even need a waiver before the cost reporting period has concluded.
As with executive compensation waiver requests, the provider is entitled to written notice
if the waiver is being denied and may, within thirty days, request reconsideration—during which
time, “any vouchers submitted by the applicant for payment” shall be deemed incomplete
(1002.5(c)(2)), an exceedingly harsh penalty to be imposed even before the waiver
reconsideration has been concluded. As with the other waivers, the decision by the state agency
and the Division of the Budget on the reconsideration will be final—and no administrative
hearing or other due process protections are accorded to the covered provider.
Reporting Requirements:
The regulations provide that the relevant state agencies will specify disclosure forms to
be completed by contracting entities for each reporting period and contractors will be required to
submit those reports or risk that their contracts or agreements will be terminated or not renewed.
(1002.6(c)). While the regulatory notice issued by the Department assures covered providers
that only “limited additional information” will have to be reported, much of the necessary
information, as noted above, is not already reported in a format that would provide the
Department with the information it needs to enforce these regulations. Although the regulatory
notice further stipulates that the costs of complying with the rule will be “minimal, as most, if
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not all, of the information that must be reported by such providers is already gathered or reported
for other purposes” (1002.6(c)), both the premise and conclusion of that statement are without
any factual basis. We have every reason to believe that the reporting obligations will themselves
impose a very substantial burden on covered providers, precisely because they are not entirely
consistent with existing reporting obligations, and will thereby only succeed in increasing
administrative costs.
Penalties/Enforcement:
We are, finally, concerned over the lack of due process accorded to a covered provider
who is alleged to be in violation of these requirements. The waiver process, described above,
does not provide the covered provider with sufficient opportunities to contest the waiver denial
and, even when more definitive action is taken by the Department, the covered provider is not
accorded even minimal due process rights.
If the State agency believes that a provider is not in compliance with these requirements,
notice would be given to the provider, which would be given only fifteen days to demonstrate its
compliance with the requirements. Once the notice of non-compliance becomes final, the
provider would be given the opportunity to submit a corrective action plan, again in only 15
days, which the state agency would have thirty days to approve or request clarification or
alteration. Once approved, the corrective action plan would have to be implemented within a six
month period. (1002.7(a) and (b)). If the provider is not in compliance and/or has not
implemented the corrective action plan, the relevant state agency will provide notice to the
provider of the non-compliance and may take one of the following actions:
Permit some modification of the corrective action plan or provide more time for
implementation; or
Issue a final determination of non-compliance and impose appropriate sanctions, which
may include:
o Redirection of state funds to provide program services;
o Suspension, modification, limitation or revocation of the provider’s license;
o Suspension, modification or termination of contracts or agreements with the noncompliant provider; and, tellingly,
o Any other lawful actions or penalties that may be deemed appropriate (emphasis
added).
(1002.7(d)(2)(d)).
Although the covered provider would have, within ten days of a final notice of noncompliance and notice of proposed sanctions, the opportunity to request an administrative
appeal, the covered provider would have only ten days to generate a detailed explanation of the
factual and legal basis for the provider’s challenge. The covered provider would not, even more
importantly, have the right to an administrative hearing, but would only be entitled to an
administrative review of the written materials that are part of the record. (1002.7(e)).
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The lack of sufficient time accorded to a provider to challenge the agency’s
determinations and to take other steps to protect its rights subjects especially the least
sophisticated and resourced providers to the whims of state agency action. The absence of the
right to a formal hearing deprives providers of an important right to be heard and to confront the
evidence against them: although the regulations contemplate that a right to a hearing might, at
least in some circumstances, independently exist (e.g., if the State seeks to revoke the provider’s
license), the failure to provide a covered provider with a formal administrative process to
challenge what could prove to be very severe adverse determinations may render the regulations
constitutionally infirm.
We appreciate the opportunity to comment on these regulations and would be happy to
provide additional information relating to these comments if that would prove helpful to your
consideration. If any significant changes are made to the proposed regulations, we would
strongly urge the Department to republish the revised regulations and initiate another comment
period to ensure that there is a full opportunity to comment upon this potentially significant
regulatory proposal.
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